
 

 Topic 1: The Concept of Property  
Property Rights  
o A property right is a right which attaches to a res (“thing”), and is sometimes referred to as  
 
a right in rem or proprietary right. It is enforceable as against ‘the entire world’ i.e. any  
person or legal entity. A property right at common law comprises a bundle of rights  
including:  
o a right to possession;  
o a right to alienate; and  

o a right of economic exploitation.  
 
William Blackstone: The sole and despotic dominion which one man claims and exercises over the 
external things of the world, to the total exclusion of the right of any other person  
o Possession is nine-tenths of the law  
o Bundle of rights  

o No right to exclude- Victoria Park Racing v Taylor  
o Real property refers to land, personal property refers to property other than land  
 
Personal Property  

o Choses in action and choses in possession  
o These two terms are commonly used in law to classify personal property. Personal property will fall 
into the category of a chose in action or a chose in possession.  
o Items which are tangible - a shirt, chair, motor vehicle for example– are classified as choses in action.  

o Intangible property – such as shares in a company, or an interest in a contract – is designated choses in 
action.  
 
Possessory Ownership  
o Armony v Delamirie (1722) is an example of the possessor’s title being upheld against another claimant 
in the absence of the rightful or historical owner. The question arises, however, of what constitutes 
‘possession’.  
 



Topic 2: Personal Property: Acquisition, Alienation and Possession  
Possession  
The meaning of possession  
o Occupation, control or dominion over corporeal objects  
o If someone has appropriate level of control they may acquire possession  
o Complete and absolute dominion such control gives them the power of exclusion  
o Where dwelling is substantively occupied in a permanent rather than temporary manner, in vacant 
land, fencing or gate locking will be sufficient  

o With regards to chattels physical act of holding is sufficient  
o Can be consensual and non-consensual  
o Consensual is usually temporal or limited in nature because it is conferred for a specific purpose and is 
accompanied by legally enforceable rights to reclaim the goods  
o The basic rule is that possessory title is enforceable against all the world except for the true owner  
o A person may find, discover, or steal the goods  
o Hannah v Peel: the finder of an old, valuable brooch was held to be in possession of it simply because it 
was held in a private capacity and in the absence of the true owner, the finder acquired a good title which 
was enforceable against the rest of the world because the true owner could not be found  
o The Tubantia: kept constant surveillance of shipwreck, increased accessibility, investigated the 
wreckage, removed obstructions  
 
The Scope of Possessory Title  
o Confers a title which is enforceable against all but the true owner  

o Asher v Whitlock: possession is properly acknowledged as the ‘root of the title’  
o Doodeward v Spence: the action for conversion and detinue of the corpse of a still-born two-headed 
child. The medial man in attendance took the body and kept it in a bottle until his death. It was sold at 
auction to the medical mans dad (plaintiff) whom then lost possession when it was obtained by the 
defendant (Sub-inspector of police) on warrant. Held if the particular resource or object is special then it 
cannot be treated as property. For example human life. A human corpse cannot be owned.  
 
Enforceability of Possessory Title  
o Possessory title is different to proprietary title, the difference is enforceability, this is known as the 
‘relativity of title’  
o Not enforceable against the rest of the world, the true owner will defeat that of a possessor  
o The only exception to this is adverse possession  
o Asher v Whitlock: Husband passed away and passed title onto his wife until she remarried or died and 
then onto his daughter. Wife remarried the defendant who moved into the cottage. The interest of the 
wife ceased when she remarried, and it passed to Lucy. Wife and Lucy died and the defendant stayed in 
the cottage. He had no right against the daughter. On the simple ground that possession is good title 
against all but the true owner, the plaintiff’s entitled to succeed. He had a better title then the person in 
actual physical possession.  
 



 
Possession in itself is a good title against anyone who cannot show a prior and therefore better right to 
possession.  



o Perry v Clissold: Concluded that a possessory title holder of land which had been compulsorily acquired 
was entitled to obtain compensation. Possessory title confers an interest which is capable of being 
alienated.  
 
Possession and Crown Title: Mabo v Queensland (No2)  
o Possession of land gives to a title which is good against all the world except a person with a better 
claim  
o In order to establish possessory title, the indigenous inhabitants would have to prove occupation by 
their ancestors at the time of settlement  
o Title is in the present case, the abstract bundle of rights associated with that relationship of possession  
o In order to show a title which would defeat the defendant in possession, the plaintiff in element had to 
prove a right of entry  
o The plaintiff was put to proof of the strength of his or her title and could not rely on the weakness of 
the defendants title  
o So long as it’s enjoyed possession gives rise to rights, including the right to defend possession or to sell 
or devise the interest  
o Regardless of the length of time, as between mere possesses prior possession is a better right  
o In losing possession the plaintiff has lost the rights associated with possession including the right to 
defend possession as well as an estate in land  
o Toohey J- Possessory title holders, including indigenous occupants, could defend their title against 
subsequent possessory title owners, this however was not accepted by the majority who refused to 
endorse the validity of indigenous possessory title  
o The majority could not comprehend or respect that these people, so different from themselves had an 
ancient and valuable civilisation of their own with its own law, own political economy  
 
Intention to control land upon which goods are found  

o Where a person acquires physical possession of goods, they retain title which is against all the world 
except a person with a better right  

o Chimney Sweep’s Case: finder of a jewel, will enable him to keep it against all but the rightful owner 
and consequently may maintain trover  
o Personal property which is found upon land rather than attached to the land, particularly land which is 
open to public access, may come into possession of the finder, unless the owner of the land indicates a 
clear intention to control all the objects existing on that land  
o Waverley Borough Council v Fletcher: Park would not be used for any sports, pastimes or recreations 
and other than specified ball games, skating, and pursuits of a like nature. The council’s declared use of 
metal detectors within the park was not a by-law but notices were implemented, but these had been torn 
down. Defendant didn’t know and used a detector to locate a gold brooch buried in the ground. Relied on 
the defence of finders keepers. Found it whilst he was a lawful visitor and the true owner had not been 
found he was entitled to it, as a finder. Made it clear that only be where the object is found on the land, 
rather than in  
 



 
or attached to land, that a finder may claim possession. His activity was unauthorised, council were 
trustees.  



o Armory v Delamirie: that the finder of an object is entitled to possess it against all but the rightful 
owner. The dispute was between a chimney sweep boy who found a jewel and a jeweller whom he 
offered it for sale. The boy won  



o Bridges v Hawkesworth: finder of bank notes dropped by someone unknown accidently on the floor of 
a shop had a better claim to them then the shop-owner who, until the finder drew his attention to them 
did not know they were there  



o Parkers Case: finder of a gold bracelet dropped by an unknown traveller in an airline company’s lounge 
at an airport was held to be entitled to it as against the airline company  
 
Parker v British Airways Board  
o The plaintiff, Parker, found a bracelet in the defendant Board’s lounge at Heathrow Airport. The 
plaintiff handed the item to the defendant’s employees leaving his name and address, stating if the true 
owner did not claim the bracelet, the item should be returned to him. In the absence of a claim by the 
true owner, the defendant sold the bracelet and the plaintiff sued for wrongful interference with her 
property as the true owner. In the absence of the defendant establishing “manifest intention to exercise 
control” over articles in the lounge, the prior possession of the plaintiff was better evidence of title 
excepting a claim by the true owner. The level of control exercised over the location where the item was 
found was insufficient to indicate a manifest intention to control goods located in the lounge.  
 
Bailment: Consensual Acquisition of Possession  
o A person whom acquires possession of goods with the express consent of the owner  

o Where an owner of personal property delivers that property to a possessor for a limited duration of 
time, the possessor will acquire bailment of the property  
o Only concerned with personal property  
o The transferee must exercise a reasonable standard of care in looking after the goods  
o The Winkfield: two ships collided resulting in the loss of mail. The Postmaster sued W for negligence for 
loss of mail. The PMG was merely a bailee and carrier of the mail. Held that PMG had title against every 
stranger, and was entitled to sue.  
 
Possession of Goods: The Jus Tertii Defence  
o The holder of a possessory title over goods may raise the jus tertii defence where a prior possessory 
title holder seeks possession of those goods  

o Means the right of the third person  
o Henry Berry v Rushton: the defendant may under a plea of not guilty, show that the plaintiff has no 
right to immediate possession, because that right is in some other person  

o Not available in an action for possession of land and defeat the claim of the prior possessor  
o A possessor of land must show that his or her right is superior to the right of the person claiming 
possession. Such as a documentary title or prior possessory claim  

o Costello v Chief Constable of Derbyshire Constabulary: A police officer seized and detained from the 
plaintiff a car bearing telltale signs of theft acting under statutory powers. The police could not trace the 
third party who was the true owner. When they couldn’t bring criminal charges against him or find the 
true owner, the legal powers for the police to detain  
 



 
the vehicle ceased. Bought an action to assert his prior possession and recover the car, as he held a better 
title than the owner. ‘a thief obtains a good possessory title as against a wrong-doer against prior 
possession, but if that possession is lawfully divested from him and vested in another, his prior possession 
will not avail him to recover possession’. This could only take place if the police sold it to a successor. 
Which they didn’t so Costello remained enforceable against the police.  
 
Possession and Seisin  
o Seisin means that the person in possession of the land also holds freehold title over the land  
o Therefore a lease will not be ‘seised’ of the land  
o In modern times this has been replaced by ‘registered title’ as registration has become the primary 
method of conveying land title  
 
Remedies for real and personal property  
o Real property is property interests over land, writ entitling a dispossessed person to recover  
o Personal property refers to interests over goods and chattels- protected by remedies against the 
person, tort of conversion or damages  
o Fundamental differences in the way they are protected  
 



Topic 3: Personal Property: Title, Bailment, Proprietary Remedies and PPSA  
Transfer of Ownership  

o Transfer of ownership is effected by deed or by sale. Delivery effects a change in  
 
possession.  
Delivery  

o Delivery may bring about a change in possession to the extent that ownership of property is 
transferred (“actual delivery”), or it may bring about a change in the quality of possession (“constructive 
delivery”).  

o Actual Delivery- Where there has been actual delivery, goods have been transferred from one person 
to another. In other words, possession of the goods has been transferred. Whether there has been a 
transfer of possession will largely depend from a factual enquiry as to who has possession.  
o Wrightson v McArthur & Hutchinson the delivery of keys to the plaintiff of the room containing the 
particular goods, coupled with a licence to come upon the premises, of which the room formed part, 
constituted delivery of the goods to the plaintiff.  
o Constructive Delivery-Constructive delivery occurs when there is a change in the quality of a person’s 
possession of some object. It may be that the owner in possession of some object acknowledges that the 
possession is held on behalf of someone else as owner. For example, in Elmore v Stone 1 Taunt 458; 127 
ER 912, the seller of horses at the purchaser’s request, effected delivery to the purchaser by moving the 
horses to another stable. On the other hand, in Kalpin v Rolley [1892] the qualified possession of the 
furniture by the claimant’s husband was converted by a constructive delivery to the possession of an 
owner-possessor by the words of the claimant’s father making a verbal gift of the furniture to the 
claimant’s husband.  
o Further conditions imposed upon a person qualifying their possession of some object for a particular 
person’s benefit may, by constructive delivery, result in that person’s qualified possession being subject to 
conditions for another person’s benefit. In that situation it is necessary for the possessor to indicate the 
change in the quality of possession by acknowledgement (or attornment).  
 
Delivery in escrow  

o Sometimes a deed is said to be delivered in escrow, that is it is delivered subject to condition being 
satisfied (if the condition is not satisfied, then delivery is deemed not to have taken place). A 
conveyancing solicitor, for example, acting for the vendor might send by courier to the purchaser’s 
solicitor the deed of conveyance with a covering letter. The letter would read to the effect: ‘I forward the 
deed of conveyance to be held “in escrow” pending the receipt by of the purchase monies’. The effect 
would be that until the purchase monies were received, no delivery of the deed is deemed to have taken 
place even though the deed of conveyance is in the possession of the solicitor for the purchaser. Once the 
condition of delivery is satisfied, delivery is deemed to take place. The time of delivery ,however, is 
deemed not at the date the condition was satisfied but at the date of its first delivery ‘in escrow’.  
 



Transfer by deed  
o A deed is a writing sealed and delivered by the parties. It …. is the most solemn and authentic act that a 
man can possibly perform with relation to his property, and therefore a man shall always be estopped by 
his own deed or not permitted to aver or prove anything in contradiction to what he has once so solemnly 
and deliberately avowed.  
o Section 23B of the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) provides that no assurance of shall validly pass unless 
made by deed.  
o A deed was expressed to be signed sealed and delivered.  

o The Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW), s 38 (1) requires a deed to be signed sealed and attested by one 
witness (not being a party to it). The Act further provides, in s 38 (3) that a deed is deemed sealed if the 
instrument is expressed to be a deed or indenture or if expressed to be sealed.  

o The deed must be delivered (that is the grantor must hand over the instrument to the grantee) before 
it operates and is effective. Delivery is often presumed by surrounding circumstances or practice (eg the 
grantor or grantor’s solicitor handing the deed to the grantee’s solicitor). The deed operates from the 
date of delivery.An assignment by a donor of a chose in possession by deed will vest the chose in the 
donee. Consideration is not necessary. Title will pass although delivery of the chose has not taken place. 
Of course, delivery of the deed must take place.  
 
Transfer by sale  
o The passing of an interest in personal property is part of the law relating to commercial transactions 
and will not be dealt with in any detail here. The intention of the parties will always be relevant in any 
question that arises as to whether an interest has in fact passed.  
o Where the intention of the parties is not expressed, s 23 of the Sale of Goods Act 1923 (NSW) applies. 
2.1.4  
 
Transfer by gift  
o To make an effective delivery by gift three elements must be present:  

o Intention to transfer title;  
o Delivery of the gift to the donee; and  

o Acceptance of the gift by the donee.  
o In Cochrane v Moore (1890) 25 QBD 57 the intention to transfer title lacked delivery. In that case, 
Benzon made a gift of a one quarter share in a horse to the defendant, Moore. The defendant was not 
informed of the gift, but the stable owner where the horse was stabled, was informed. Some time later 
Benzon gave the plaintiff, Cochrane a bill of sale to secure his debts. The horse was included in the 
security. Benzon informed the plaintiff that one quarter of the horse belonged to the defendant, and the 
plaintiff appeared to acknowledge that the “one quarter” would not form part of the security. When the 
power of sale under the security was exercised, the plaintiff would not account for the proceeds of sale of 
the one quarter share of the horse. The court held that there had been no delivery of the gift to the 
defendant. The court decided the case in the defendant’s favour on the basis that the plaintiff had  
 



become trustee of the defendant’s share.  
Nemo Dat  
o Nemo dat is the basic premise to the title of goods  
o No one can give that which they do not have, no one can give a better title than what they have  
o S 26 of SGA  

o There are exceptions to the Nemo Dat Rule;  
o Sale by a mercantile agent  
o Owners disentitling conduct  
o Sale under voidable title  
o Seller in possession  

o Buyer in possession  
 
PPSA  

o Now requires you to register your interest  
o If you do not register = no title, no claim to property  

o Called securing your interest  
 
Bailment  

o Bailment occurs when goods are possessed or agreed to be possessed by one person (“the bailee”) on 
behalf of another (“the bailor”) on the basis that the goods are ultimately restored by the bailee to the 
bailor, or at the bailor’s direction to a third party.  
o bailment can be described as a delivery of goods on condition that the recipient shall ultimately restore 
them to the bailor, the goods may thus be hired or lent or pledged or deposited for safe custody.  

o Coggs v Bernard (1703)- classified bailment  
o 1.The deposit of goods for gratuitous safekeeping by the bailee,  
o 2. The delivery of goods to a bailee for work to be done on the goods for the benefit of the bailor 
without reward  
o 3.The delivery of goods by way of gratuitous loan for use by the bailee,  
o 4. The delivery of goods to have something done to them for reward  

o 5. The delivery of goods for use by the bailee for reward, that is, the hiring of goods.  

o 6. The delivery of chattels to be held as security for a loan, that is, a pledge or pawn  
o 7. The deposit of goods for safekeeping  
 
Possession and delivery is essential for bailment  

o Ashby v Tolhurst-possession  
o Hiort v Bott-delivery  
o There must be a delivery by the bailor to the bailee, constituting a parting of possession in the goods in 
question. However delivery need not be actual delivery.  
 
Return of the goods in specie is required  

o If you borrowed $20 you must have to return $20  
 



Bailors duties  
o The duty of a bailee is to return the goods to the bailor. When this duty arises will depend on the 
nature and terms of the bailment including:  
o if the bailment is a bailment at will, on demand by the bailor;  
o if the term of the bailment has expired, at the expiration of the term;  

o if the purpose of the bailment has been satisfied, at the time of satisfaction; or  
o if the bailment has been terminated, at the time of termination.  
o The bailee has a duty to use the goods bailed only within the terms of the bailment, and for no other 
purpose.  
o The bailee is under a duty of care for the goods bailed. The standard of care will vary when the benefit 
of the bailment is for the bailee.  
o There are also strict duties of care of specified classes of bailees such as common carriers and 
innkeepers.  
 
Common law remedies for dispossession of property  
o Trespass- Trespass is the wrongful interference with other persons or with their possession of goods or 
land. To constitute a trespass the interference must be unauthorised, direct and done voluntarily. Physical 
interference.  
o Detinue- Detinue is a tort that involves goods the wrongful detention of goods from a person with an 
immediate right to possession. Detinue is a continuing wrong. Wrongful refusal to deliver the goods.  
o Conversion- Conversion is a tort that only applies to goods and not to land. It is an unauthorised 
interference with another’s possession or right to possession. Must be tangible property, e.g. wine 
bottles, cars etc. There must be sufficient intention in the conduct for it to constitute a conversion. The 
critical element is the taking of the goods from the owner’s possession and the assertion of dominion 
over the goods.  
 



Topic 4: Limits of Land and Fixtures  
The Doctrine of Fixtures  
o Fixtures are goods which have been annexed to land, such as that they lose their independent identity 
as a good and become part of the land  
o Quicquid plantatus solo, solo credit-‘ whatever is affixed to the soil becomes part of the soil’  
o In determining whether an item is a fixture or chattel one must look to the intention that it was to 
become part of the land, or if it was separate to the land  
o National Australia Bank v Blacker: degree of annexation and the object of annexation  

o Whether the chattel has become a fixture –scope and nature of the land is relevant  
o All trees and plants will be automatically pass but so will other constructed fixtures that were aimed to 
benefit the land  
o Fixtures can refer to cubby houses, carpets, light fittings etc  
o Holland v Hodgson: when the article in question is no further attached to the land by its own weight it 
is generally considered a chattel unless they were intended to be a part of the land, the onus is lying on 
those who contend that it is a chattel  
 
Suggested Steps  

o 1. Determine the relationship between the claimants. Are there any contractual provisions that apply 
to the object.  
o 2. Look at the two main tests  
o the degree of annexation:  
o the purpose of annexation: recent cases have tended to rely more heavily on the results of this test.  

o 3. Consider all the surrounding circumstances  
o 4. Consider removal of the fixture (damage, tenant fixture, ornamental, agriculture): determine the 
common law right and also check the express legislative provisions.  
 
Degree of annexation  
o The general presumption is that goods merely resting on the land are not attached and are not fixtures, 
however goods attached will be considered a fixture  

o Holland v Hodgson: if a thing has been securely fixed, and in particular it has been so fixed that it 
cannot be detached without substantial injury to it, this supplies strong evidence it is a fixture  
o Australian Provincial Assurance Co v Corneo: A fixture has become in law something having been fixed 
to the land. If a chattle has been fixed to land by any other means than its weight than it will be 
considered a fixture , burden of proof is upon anyone who asserts that it isn’t. Test is whether a chattel 
which has been fixed with the intention that it shall remain in position permanently for an indefinite or 
substantiative period  

o Vaudeville Electric Cinema v Muriset: a fixture is whether it has been fixed for the better enjoyment of 
the land or building, if only temporary not a fixture  
 



 
o National Australian Bank v Blacker: concluded that irrigation equipment resting on it’s own weight did 
not constitute a fixture. Wasn’t heavy enough to be deemed permanent. ‘No single test, court must have 
regard to all the circumstances’  
o Loiero v Adel: an item may be a fixture when it rests on land by its own virtue, a house resting on 
wooden piles for example but not a demountable house  
o Elitestone v Morris: whether the goods had become fixtures were the degree of annexation and object 
of annexation. In this case it was not possible for the house to be removed unless it was destroyed. The 
degree of damage caused if the cottages were removed was a highly relevant factor. Where removal 
would result in substantial destruction, the parties could not have intended they were chattels.  
o Darmanin v Cowan: If the cottage was put on the land for the better enjoyment of the land then 
fixture, if better enjoyment of cottage, chattel  
 
Object of annexation  
o Involves a broad circumstantial assessment; a variety of different factors  
 
Intention of the affixer  
o State of mind of the affixer  
o Pegasus Gold Australia v Mesto Minerals: whether spare parts used to repair mineral processing 
equipment were fixtures or chattels. The appropriate test as to the intention is to be ascertained to the 
objective facts and circumstances. There was a requirement to remove the equipment at the end of the 
lease, and it is a common mining industry practice to remove the equipment that removal of the 
equipment would not damage it. It was not vital that the equipment remained on the mineral lease. It 
could be located anywhere.  
o May v Ceedive: The objective intention which is to be gathered from the circumstances applicable at 
the time  
 
The nature of the chattel  

o Some chattels are of such character that they can only be effectively utilised where they are attached 
to the land  
o Leigh v Taylor: The distinction between differing chattels. Expensive tapestries were attached securely 
to the wall so they could be properly viewed. They were never regarded as forming a part of the wall. 
Never intended to remain part of the house, merely decoration, not a part of the house.  
o Re Whaley: a valuable tapestry was attached to a wall in order to enhance the historical character of 
the room and to assist in the creation of a perfect ‘Elizabethan room’. A whole decoration in unison, not 
intended for the mere display and enjoyment of the chattels themselves. Was always intended to become 
a part of the house because the primary reason it was hung was to decorate the room in the theme  
 
Overall Circumstances  
o In determining whether a chattel will be deemed a fixture must look at the specific circumstances in 
issue  
o The status of the affixer  
o The interests of any third parties  
o The duration for which the chattel was intended to be affixed  
 



 
o The existence of any statutory or contractual provisions regulating affixation  
o Level of damage that the removal of chattels might have on themselves and the land  
 
Palumberi v Palumberi (1986) 4 BPR 9106  
o Premises comprising a residential flat building divided into 2 self-contained flats. Owned by 2 brothers 
as tenants in common in equal shares. Agreed by exchange of correspondence to sell a one-half share 
with no reference to chattels in the enforceable ‘agreement’.  

o Prior to hearing the status of the curtains, outside spotlight and timer, light fittings and portable heater 
were conceded as chattels.  

o Venetians were free standing on 2 small clips  

o Cabinet was not built-in, can be removed by picking it up and taking it away  

o TV antenna is adjustable, attached to 2 U brackets, to remove simply undo the U brackets  

o Carpets were on runners not stapled to the floor  

o Gas stove was free standing connected to gas supply by similar method to unclipping a garden hose  

o Fixtures:  

o Gas stove and carpets - Important because notwithstanding slight degree of annexation, these items 
were installed for the better use and enjoyment of the premises themselves. Stove is an essential and 
integral element to constitute a kitchen. (Distinguished another case which ruled to the contrary) Carpet 
installed to form part of the premises.  

o Chattels  

o Venetian blinds, linen cupboard, TV antenna (and other items conceded)  
 
Tenants Right to Remove  
o Any ornaments or chattels which have become fixtures during the period that the tenant remained in 
legal possession will give the tenant the right to acquire the property  
o TEC Desert v Commissioner: the landlords fixtures must be left for the landlord unless ‘tenants fixtures’  
o Where a chattel has become affixed during the currency of the tenancy, the tenant retains the right to 
remove the chattel at the end of the tenancy  
o Bishop v Elliot: If the chattel cannot be removed without damaging the premises, the chattel will be 
treated as the landlords and may not be removed by the tenant  
o New Zealand Government Property Corporation v HM & S: Once the right of the tenant to remain in 
legal possession of the premises expires, so does to the right to remove the chattel and they will then 
become a fixture  

o Mancetter Developments v Garmanson: A tenant who removes a fixture must repair any damage 
caused to the premises and must leave the premises in a reasonable condition  

o Right to removal is capable of being assigned  
o Statutory right to remove trade, ornamental, agricultural and domestic fixtures (farming etc)  

o Residential Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW)  
o 66 Tenant must not make alterations to premises without consent  
o (1) A tenant must not, without the landlord’s written consent or unless the residential tenancy 
agreement otherwise permits, install or cause to be installed a fixture or make or cause to be made any 
renovation, alteration or addition to the residential premises.  
 



 
o (2) A landlord must not unreasonably withhold consent to a fixture, or to an alteration, addition or 
renovation that is of a minor nature.  

o (3) A landlord may withhold consent to any other action by the tenant that is permitted under this 
section whether or not it is reasonable to do so.  

o (4) A fixture installed by or on behalf of the tenant, or any renovation, alteration or addition to the 
residential premises by or on behalf of the tenant, is to be at the cost of the tenant, unless the landlord 
otherwise agrees.  

o (5) This section is a term of every residential tenancy agreement.  
 
Fixtures and third parties  
o In some situations a third party may acquire a right to remove a chattel which has become a fixture, 
the third party may hold a contractual right with respect to the chattel  
o The classic case is when a chattel is leased or hired out and the hiree or lease attains a possessory title 
and attaches the chattel to land which belongs to another  
o The common law will regard this chattel as a fixture as being a part of the land  

o Kay’s Leasing Corporation v CSR Provident Fund Nominees: a company hired manufacturing company 
from the plaintiff, Kay, and attached it to its land so it became a fixture. The land was then mortgaged to 
CSR. The company defaulted on the lease repayments and mortgage. The issue was whether CSR could 
claim the property because it was a fixture and part of the land or whether Kay had an equitable right. 
Held that Kay had an equitable right to remove and retain ownership and possession goods.  
o This equitable right to remove can be rebutted, if it was expressly stated the third party could sell for 
example  

o Metal Manufacturers v Federal Commissioner of Taxation: Examines the equitable rights that parties 
may acquire when contracting with respect to chattels which had been affixed to the land. Equity may 
enforce a contractual right to the chattels. There was agreement to transfer and an intention to retain 
custody of the goods.  
o There has been statutory provisions enacted to protect the equitable entitlement of a third party to 
remove a fixture- Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) Sch 2- consumer goods is defined to include 
goods which have become fixtures since they were supplied.  

o Some argue that the law of fixtures has created too much uncertainty and ambivalence, the shift 
favoured by Abbs is one in which favours ‘simplicity, certainty and cohesion’.  
 
Case Studies  
o House and Buildings - Geita Sebea v Territory of Papua (1941) 67 CLR 544, Ceedive Pty Ltd v May 
[2005] NSWSC 222  

o Carpets - Palumberi v Palumberi (1986) NSW ConR 55-287  
o Air-conditioning - Belgrave Nominees Pty Ltd v Barlin Scott Air-conditioning (Aust) Pty Ltd (1984) VIR 
947  

o Dishwasher - Farley v Hawkins (1997) 2 Qd R 361  
o Curtains - relatively low degree of annexation, BUT they are usually installed for the better use and 
enjoyment of the house itself  
 



Limits of Land  
Boundaries: Land Abutting Water  

o The boundaries of land and water may be determined according to natural or artificial measures  
 
Tidal Water Boundaries  

o A-G Chambers :The boundary line for land abutting the seashore is the high water mark  
o Elliot v Morley: The mean high water mark is assessed by averaging out the annual tidal level reached 
by the spring  
o Land which is beyond the high water mark (foreshore) is considered the Crowns  
o Harper v Minister for Sea Fisheries: There is an assumed right that the public can fish in the sea, and has 
been well established in English Law for many centuries, usually abrogated or regulated by legislation  
o Guamana v Northern Territory of Australia: native title exclusive possession excludes the public right to 
fish and public fishing rights  

o Northern Territory of Australia v Arnhem Land Aboriginal Trusts: the HC concluded that the right to fish 
was a public rather than a proprietary entitlement and as such can be abrogated by legislation  
 
Non-tidal water boundaries  
o Where a body of water is non-tidal determined by an assessment of the ebb and flow of the water, 
different boundary principles apply  
o Ab medium filium aquae rule establishes that a non-tidal river running through the centre of adjoining 
land (being torrens or any other) will be divided down the centre by the adjoining owners  
o Micklethwait v Newlay Bridge Co  

o This presumption can be rebutted by proving that the Crown did not intend to make an equal division  
o Crown Lands Act 1989 (NSW) s 172 (7)  
 
Water Rights  

o The right of adjoining landowners to access water from a lake or river is regulated by statute  
o The Crown owns the riverbed which means that any access rights must be granted by the Crown  
o All private water entitlements are vested in the Crown to allow for greater public accessibility  

o Water Rights Act 1986 (NSW) ‘ right to the use and flow and to the control of the water in all rivers and 
lakes which flow through or past are situate within the land of two or more occupiers....shall....vest in the 
Crown’  
o The National Water Initiative (2004) ensured that water rights remain separate and independent to 
and from land rights  
o Rights vary from state to state in Victoria you require a licence which can be revoked, suspended or 
cancelled by the Minister at any time  

o Water Management Act 2000 (NSW) s6 includes regulated and unregulated access licences, aquifer 
access licences, estuarine water access licences  
 



 
o Murrumbidgee Groundwater Preservation Association v Minister for Natural Resources: the court found 
it was acceptable for the minister to implement a water plan that took into account broader equity issues  
 
The Doctrine of Accretion and Avulsion  
o It is possible for a landowner to acquire land through a gradual, imperceptible and natural process of 
alluvion or dereliction by the sea  
o Gifford v Lord Yaraborough: Doctrine of accretion: land which is acquired by either the natural deposit 
of ‘ooze, soil, sand and matter, deposited and settled by the flux and reflux of the tide will pass to the 
landowner rather than the Crown and the legal boundary held by the landowner will be altered’  
o Gifford v Lord Yaraborough: If the accretion is rapid the title will be in the Crown and they boundary 
will remain unaltered  

o Attorney-General v Chambers: Where land is gradually lost through erosion and encroachment by the 
sea, the land lost will go to the Crown  
o Williams v Booth: Whether the plaintiff held title to a salt lagoon known as the ‘Dewy Lagoon’. Argued 
that it had become his under accretion. Evidence accessible by sea, and the tide would ebb and flow 
within it. At other times a sand bar cut off the sea. The High Court concluded that the doctrine of 
accretion could not apply to a sudden and considerable alluvion as it does not constitute an accretion.  
o Southern Centre of Theosophy v South Australia: alterations of accretion may also be applied to other 
factors such as wind or air  
 
Boundaries and Encroachments for Land  

o An owner of land does not own the minerals in the soil- Crown Lands Act 1989 (NSW)  
o Cadia Holdings v NSW: The royal minerals of gold and silver vest in the Crown pursuant to Crown 
prerogative  
o An owner of land can only enforce ownership rights within the specific dimensions of that land  
 
Error in Title  

o Where land is incorrectly described in the title and is subsequently conveyed to a third party, the effect 
of the conveyance will depend on the effect of the conveyance , the character of the land and the stage of 
conveyance reached  
o An error that neither the vendor or purchaser knew of will result in the purchaser acquiring defective 
title  
o If vendor knew of defect the purchaser can set aside the contract  

o Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) s 52A  
 
Contractual Errors  
o Where a boundary has been expressly or impliedly misdescribed in a contract of sale, the effect will 
depend upon whether or not the term was fundamental  
o Heath v Allen: If someone expressly states the sale will include certain buildings the vendor must 
provide with a good title, both the structure and the land  
 



 
o H & r Securities v Sayer: Vendor does not need a good title at the time of the contract, merely needs a 
good title at the time of completion  
 
Fence Boundaries  
o In most cases a fence will sit on the boundary of the land  
o Issue if situated on incorrect boundaries- can lead to adverse possession  

o Churchill v Evans: At common law there is no duty upon owners to build or maintain boundary fencing 
of adjoining properties  
o There are exceptions: cannot let livestock roam onto adjoining land (obligation to fence)  
o There are now statutory provisions regulating the responsibility of adjoining owners with respect to 
boundary fencing : Dividing Fences Act 1991 (NSW) s 7  
 
Encroachments on to Land  
o In a case where a building encroaches upon land of another, the title will vest in the land belonging to 
the other, with no compensation as it will be considered a fixture  
o Burton v Winters: If the adjoining owner is dissatisfied they may apply for relief including removal, 
compensation  

o Encroachment of Buildings Act 1922 (NSW) confers upon the Land and Environment Court the power to 
resolve disputes that may arise between adjoining land owners with buildings of a permanent nature  

o S 2(3) compensation or removal of encroachment  
o The court may exercise judicial discretion taking into account the knowledge of the encroaching owner, 
how the encroachment effects the value of the encroached land, how the encroachment effects the value 
of the land, loss and damages, how long the encroachment has existed and costs associated with the 
removal of the encroachment  
o Hofer v Howell Developments: the rear of the former Vaucluse Town Hall encroached onto lot B. The 
heritage significance of the buildings was to be held to be an important factor in deciding whether or not 
the encroachment should be removed  

o Amatek v Googoorewon: The court cannot make orders under the EBA for buildings totally on the 
wrong land. Has to transverse the boundary  
o Kelsen v Imperial Tobacco: An action for trespass can be bought as long as it can be proven that the 
encroachment impedes or obstructs the proprietary rights of the adjoining land owner, tobacco shop sign 
encroaching on plaintiffs premises  
o Munro v Southern Dairies: an action for nuisance, interference of enjoyment of land  
 
Airspace  
o LJP Investments v Howard Chia Investments: Can include encroachment where the airspace of a 
landowner has been interfered with, e.g scaffolding  
o Woolerton and Wilson v Richard Costain Limited: building contractors had installed a high crane on a 
site to assist with building work. From time to time the crane jib extended over the plaintiffs land at a 
height of about 50 meters above the plaintiffs land. There was evidence that the building contractors had 
offered the plaintiff a substantial sum for the right to encroach on the airspace of the plaintiff  
 



 
o Graham v KD Morris: A crane on the building site encroached into the airspace of the neighbouring 
land. The time to seek permission and for negotiation was prior to the commencement of the work.  
o Bendal v Mirvac Project: A multi-story building using protective mesh screens to protect the work and 
prevent building material from falling from the building. The screens moved upward as the building was 
constructed but encroached into the airspace of the plaintiffs building. Obtain permission or else.  
 
Below the surface  
o Mining Act 1906 (NSW)  
o State Coal Mines Act 1912 (NSW)  
o Petroleum Act 1955 (NSW)  
o Atomic Energy Act 1953 (Cth)  
 



Topic 5: Tenure, estates, future interests and the rule against perpetuities  
The Doctrine of Tenures  
The doctrine of tenure represents the foundation of Australian land law. It is a framework inherited from 
English Common Law and first emerged from the English feudal society, relationship between lord and 
tenant. It was based on social classification and interdependence  
Doctrine of tenure  
o Statute of Quia Emptores 1290-creation of modern doctrine of tenure’s, king no longer held owner of 
individuals land  
o The term tenure is used to signify the relationship between tenant and lord- land which lay 
uncultivated began to be regarded as the property of the king and was frequently referred to as the King’s 
folkland’  
o Originally in feudalism all the land was the Kings-now all wastelands were the kings  
o Both lord and tenant have an interest in the land, relationship between the tenant and lord not 
between tenant and land  
o Didn’t give title just gave King paramount ownership  
o A grant from land basis of all land holdings in England  
o Crown had ultimate interest in land, and if everything else failed title reverted to Crown  
 
Feudalism  

o Feudalism as a governmental and social phenomenon has long since disappeared from English life and 
it never existed in Australia  
o The doctrine of tenures was closely linked with the social system of feudalism  
o A system of military, social and economic organisation in which landholding was an aspect of personal 
and spiritual relationship between the tenant and a feudal lord who owned the land, granted tenure and 
received personal loyalty as well as entitlement to military and other services  
o People needed protection for their land, so would transfer ownership to their more powerful 
neighbours, receiving in exchange the right to remain in occupation of the land and reap the produce  
o Homage-became the lords man  
o Investiture-by which the lord symbolically invested the vassal with the land  

o The tenants obligation to render military services of a specified in nature in return for enjoying the 
benefice  
 
In England  

o In England was a direct result of the norman conquest- the king became the paramount owner of all 
the land in the Kingdom  
o Based on the premise that William the Conqueror was the paramount lord of all the land in England  
o So a grant from the King became the basis of all landholding, land was no longer allodial  
o Tenure was the chief means of securing the performance of important public duties  

o Knight service, serjeanty, socage, aids, etc  
 



 
o No villain could quit his land without the lords consent, and this was achieved through the manorial 
court- this became the centre of Conveyancing transactions- and the tenant surrendered the land into the 
hands of the lord  
o The system of free tenures with its services and incidents was firmly embedded in English law by the 
13th century  
o The end of strictly feudal period of English land law came in 1660 with the Tenures Abolition Act 1660  

o Statute of Quia Emptores 1290- basically got rid of feudalization- the lord was no longer the ruler of 
individuals land, creation of new interests in land, creation of modern doctrine of tenures  
 
In Australia  

o Upon colonisation, Australia inherited English Common law and part of the common law was the feudal 
tenure system  

o When English land Law was introduced into NSW, the feudal organisation of society in England had 
long since passed history  
o The courts assumed the land was uninhabited and a terra nullius territory was amendable to a full 
replication of English Land Law  
o Settlers became increasingly interested in the acquisition of land with the aim of establishing pastoral 
enterprises-proper control and regulation became impossible  

o Australian courts adopted the English principle that on assuming sovereignty over the Australian 
colonies, the “whole of the lands of Australia became the property of the King in England”  

o Allowed the Crown to claim “ownership” of the vast, unexplored wastelands of Australia-if no one 
could show ownership it ensured that the land belonged to the Crown  
o This was established in the early landmark case of Attorney- General v Brown this case held that the 
feudal principle of land is held “of the Crown” was part of the law of NSW- ‘ the wastelands of this colony 
are and ever have been since the time of its first settlement in 1788 in the Crown’ – when no subject 
could show title, Crown retained ownership  
o Sovereignty Tenure functioned as an apparatus for colonial imperialism because it allowed the Crown 
to take complete control and possession of all land in the colony without having to take into account the 
interests of indigenous occupants  

o The physical character of the Australian landscape was not easy to ignore. Unexplored, harsh, dense. 
English authorities could not possibly hope to regulate such large and inaccessible areas of land under the 
feudal system  
o Began to develop a distinct perspective, were forced to abandon the strict tenets of the feudal regime  
o Wik Peoples v Queensland (1996)– a new institutional form far better suited to the local circumstances 
of the particular region- a bundle of rights to accord with the requirements of the particular region  
 
The doctrine of tenure reaffirmed?  
o Yes-since 1992  
o Mabo (no2) the doctrine of tenure only applies to land granted or alienated by the Crown  
o Modified the doctrine to deal with the unusual Australian environment  
 



 
o HC undermined basic presumptions of property law since 1788-1992  
o Tenure and radical title  
o Radical title was a convenient device to connect indigenous title to a common law system – reduced 
the ownership rights of the Crown  

o Rejected terra nullius but not the feudal system- ‘to late in the day to abolish it’  
o Crown only held absolute ownership over those lands which were not already inhibited by Indigenous 
occupants and subject to valid native title claims (arises where proof of a continuing cultural connection 
with the land can be established)  
o Has changed since 1992-tweaked slightly  
o Resulted in Native Title Act  
 

The Doctrine of Estates  
Estates is a word closely connected with the holders “status”. English law recognised three “estates” in 
land, distinguished by their potential duration. An estate that would end on the holder’s death was a life 
estate. An estate that would descend to the holder’s heir was called an estate in fee this could either be 
unrestricted (simple) or restricted (tailed). This depended on the heirs who could inherit  
Freehold estates  
o The freehold estate originated from feudal England where it referred to land held by a ‘freeman’ which 
was subject to the services and incidents appropriate his status  
o Enduring because the duration is uncertain  
o Retains both title and possession  

o Fee simple estate and life estate  
 
Fee Simple  

o Is the highest and most absolute form of freehold estate that is legally recognised  

o The word simple indicates that the inheritable status is unrestricted and can be inherited by anyone  
o Made determinable on event  
o Real Property Act 1900 (NSW)  

o Section 47 of the Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) will only apply to a fee simple created in deed  
o Exists for an indefinite period of time and carries seisin  
o Capable of being inherited  
 
Life Estate  

o The second type of freehold estate legally recognised is the life estate. A life estate will endure for the 
duration of a life  
o Smallest estate of freehold recognised at common law  
o Entitles possession for life of another person or lifetime  

o Not inheritable  

o Terminology: ordinary life estate, life estate pur autre vie, life tenant, remainderman, reversioner, life 
tenant, pur autre vie, cestui que vie  
o Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) s 47  
 



 
o A life estate will arise where clear words of limitation are included within a transfer that indicate the 
transferee is to retain ownership of the land for the duration of a human  
 
Future Interests: remainder and reversion  
o A future interest differs to a freehold estate because it is not vested in possession. A future interest 
confers immediate title  
o Expressly created will vest in title but not possession. Possession is deferred until the expiration of the 
life estate  
o When the life state or the leasehold interest expires, the future interest is elevated into a full estate  
o The remainder interest arises where a grantor expressly sets out that the ‘remainder’ of the estate is to 
pass to a third party and should be created by the same instrument that creates the life estate  
o If A disposes of the whole fee simple by granting the land to B for life then to X in fee simple, X will not 
obtain the right to possession of the land until B dies, the land will not revert to A it goes to X  
o The reversion interest will arise presumptively in circumstances where the grantor does not set out in 
whom the estate is to vest  
o Say if A says to B for life, then B die, A will again be seised by virtue of A’s fee simple estate (or if A died 
leaving an heir, then A’s heir), the link will be re-established when B dies, and reverts back to A  

o If A dies and did not sell the reversion, the reversion will pass onto X if then B dies X may take 
possession and become seised for an estate in fee simple in possession  

o A reversion is the interest remaining in a person who has granted less than the whole of his or her 
interest in the land  
o All the statutory requirements for the creation of a legal estate have to be complied with otherwise the 
estate or interest will not be valid  
o Distinction: a remainder unlike a reversion must be created by the same instrument that creates the 
lesser interest  

o A reversion must be identical in status to the grantor’s original estate  
 
Vested and Contingent Interests  
o All estates and interests which are expressly created may have conditions or limitations imposed upon 
them by the grantor  
o “ to A for life with remainder to B in fee simple if B attains the age of 21”, assume B has not reached 
the age of 21, there is no one whom the remainder can vest may never vest say if B dies before 21- this is 
a contingent because whether they will vest depends on the occurrence of some contingency  
o Where a contingency is imposed particularly a contingency which amounts to a condition subsequent, 
a failure to comply will raise a right of re-entry in the grantor but will not automatically extinguish title (if 
you say your son has to marry before 21 for example, you can re-assign it if he doesn’t fulfill the 
contingency)  
o A contingent remainder is merely a possibility that an interest may be acquired in the future  
 
Determinable or conditional?  



 
o A vested estate or interest will exist in the absence of any condition precedent  
o A contingent estate is essentially an expectancy  
o In assessing whether an estate is subject to a determinable limitation or a condition subsequent  

o ‘while, during, as long as and until’ create a determinable fee  
o ‘provided that, on condition that, but if, if it happen that’ operate as a condition subsequent  
 
Legal Contingent Remainders  
o Remainder interests are often contingent, because until a condition is satisfied, it prevents title in the 
remainder from vesting  
o In a grant to A for life with remainder to B if he attain the age of 21, but no estate arises until the 
fulfilment of a contingency  
 
Legal Remainder Rules  

o Legal contingent remainder interests are remainder interests which being subject to a condition 
precedent have not vested in title  
o Remainder interest must vest, if at all, before or at the point of the expiration of the life estate  
o The issue of where title is to vest cannot be uncertain otherwise common law will strike down the 
remainder  
o Remainder interests cannot be created following a fee simple: the entire title has already passed to 
the holder of the fee simple; there is nothing left to pass under a remainder  

o Remainder interests cannot reduce a life estate  
o Remainder interests can only exist where they are supported by an existing freehold estate  
o The use upon a use generally came to be known as the trust  

o The term ‘on trust for’ replaced ‘to the use of’, the legal interest holder was to hold for the benefit of 
the beneficiary who acquired proprietary title  

o By vesting full legal title in X and then extinguishing that title upon satisfaction of the limitation the 
difficulty of upholding strict common law rules was avoided  
 
Leasehold Interests  
o Remember freehold estates are of uncertain duration, typical lease hold interests is of fixed duration  

o “to A for 10 years from 1st January 2000” will expire 31st December 2009  
o The lesee had possession but was not seised  
o Not real property but personal property  
 
Possession v Seisin  

o Feudal concept of possession is only appropriate to possession of a freehold estate  
o Seisin acts as the link between the holding of the estate and rights to possession of the land  

o The owner of an estate is entitled to seisin of the estate, not to ownership of the land. Seisin acts as 
the ‘glue’ in the theoretical construct  
o There can be no break in seisin  
 



The Restraints on alienation and the rule against perpetuities  
Once an estate is created it confers fundamental rights upon the holder, each estate has a ‘bundle of 
rights’’. For example an estate holder may confer the right to possession upon a third party, creating a 
lease and transforming it into a future interest.  
Alienation  
o A right to Alienate  

o Rules restraining alienation are best accounted for both, positively and normatively, by the need to 
control problems of external harm and the common pool’  

o ‘Inalienability is frequently justified not as an ideal policy but as a second-best response to the 
messiness and complexity of the world’.  
o The courts have consistently upheld the principle that alienability is so fundamental to land interests 
that any attempt to remove or restrict will be struck down  
o Transfer/contract for sale  

o Deed- no consideration, sign, seal and delivery (s 38 Conveyancing Act 1919)  
o Part performance or gift  
o Written will  
o Trust  
o Alienability is an ‘enabling right’ being the source of a land owner’s power to transmit and create other 
rights  

o Hall v Bust: A purchaser of an island into a contract with the vendor not to transfer, assign or lease any 
part of the island without the consent of the vendor. The purchaser then sold the island onto a third 
party, without the vendors consent....this was an unlawful restraint on alienation. You cannot restrain in 
bonds, contracts or by way of covenants  
o Noon v Bondi Beach Astra Retirement Village: examined whether a provision in a purchase contract 
that a service company have the right to buy back a unit for the original purchase price as adjusted 
amounted to alienation. It was found it did not offend the right to alienation, because the restraint was 
not total, and the Noons appreciated that the buyback provision enabled them to receive a considerable 
discount on the purchase price  
o Nullagine Investments v Western Australia Club: Two tenants in common in equal shares of land 
entered into an agreement containing a clause, which provided that neither would dispose of its interests 
without first offering it to the other. The clause in issue was a provision imposing co-owner responsibilities 
and placing a purchaser in a position of an original co-owner. This did not constitute an illegitimate 
restraint.  
o Elton v Cavill: A deed was entered into between co-owners of a home unit premis within a residential 
community which set out: ‘no transfer without the consent of the other owners’. Thus in such 
circumstances the restraint effectively promoted invalid or illegitimate collateral objects which could not 
be severed from the clause. Was concluded that a contractual restraint upon alienability may not be 
validated by a clear and legitimate collateral purpose, a contractual restraint on the alienation of property 
is automatically void. However if there is a clear and legitimate collateral purpose, it may be regarded as 
valid and enforceable. Legitimate- as protecting the interests of the remaining co-owners.  
o ‘the force of logic or analogy, the force of history, the force of custom and the force of justice, morals 
and social welfare’- American Judge Benjamin Cardozo  
 



Rule against Perpetuities  
Historically contingent remainder interests were created in an attempt to control land and estates after 
death. In light of this the courts sought to limit this type of ‘control from the grave’ with a device that 
became known as the rule against perpetuities, or against interests that vest title too late. Has application 
to freehold estates, leasehold interests and personal property. Also known as the rule against remoteness.  
Five Step Approach  
1) Ascertain whether the rule against perpetuities applies to the limitation  

2) Determine the date of creation of the interest  

3) Determine the life or lives in being  

4) Determine whether it is ‘theoretically possible’ for the interest to vest outside the perpetuity period  

5) Apply the legislative modifications  
 

o The rule can be traced back to the decision in Duke of Norfolks Case firstly a future interest could only 
be valid when it vested within the defined perpetuity period, and second the perpetuity period was 
defined under common law by reference to a life in being  
o The common law has always focused upon the issue of vesting  
o The essence of the common law was to invalidate any grant of a contingent remainder interest that 
could possibly vest in title outside the perpetuity period  

o Garland v Brown : If it was not absolutely certain that such interests would vest in the title within the 
prescribed perpetuity period, they would be regarded under common law as void from the outset  
o Cadell v Palmer : Under common law the initial perpetuity period of life in being was subsequently 
extended to a life in being plus 21 years, plus any relevant period of gestation  
o Any interest shown to infringe the rule against perpetuities will be void ab initio- if there is a class 
involved the interest will be void if it could not be established that all members of the class were 
ascertained within the perpetuity period  

o Unlike the common law, the statutory rule adopts a ‘wait and see’ approach so that a contingent 
remainder will only be invalid on the basis of perpetuities where it is proven to extend beyond the 
prescribed statutory period  
o Cram Foundation v Corbett-Jones: Martha Cram devised property in Wollongong for use as a hospital 
for crippled children subject to the proviso that the property will revert to next of kin should it cease to be 
used for the stated purpose. It was concluded that the possibility of a reverter was an interest which the 
rule against perpetuity’s should not apply. ‘ The creation, rather than the duration or termination of 
interests’ ....Perpetuities Act 1984 (NSW) a possibility of a reverter under a determinable interest is 
subject to the rule against perpetuities. Void for the specified event might occur outside the perpetuity 
period.  

o Under common law, a contingent remainder will be treated as void from the outset if there is a 
possibility that it could vest in title outside the perpetuity period  

o Two things must happen  
o 1) the contingent remainder will vest  

o 2) it will become certain that the contingent remainder will never vest  
 



 
o Focus on possibilities rather than probabilities  
 
Life in Being  
o Jee v Audley a bequest was termed to Mary Hall and the issue of her body and in default of such issue 
for the daughters then living of Elizabeth Jee-she was 70 and had four daughters.  
o Re Gaites Will Trusts (1949) Under common law the fertile octogenarian and the precocious toddler 
principles assumes that a woman may have children way beyond what is medically regarded as the usual 
childbearing age, as she is presumed to be able to conceive beyond 70 years of age and a child of any age 
is capable of conceiving a child  
o Re Abbott (1893) Must be absolutely clear. A gift will be invalidated if there is a contingency is bound to 
occur in 21 years but there is a possibility of that contingency not happening  

o The life must be in existence at the time of the creation of the interest  

o Must be human  
 
The perpetuity period runs from the date of the instrument coming into effect.  
Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities  
o In NSW the disponer does not have a choice between the common law and the statutory periods- 
Perpetuities Act 1984 (NSW)  

o All settlements prior to 31st October 1984 will be governed by common law, and after this date the 
statutory principles will apply  
o ‘Wait and see period’  

o The statutory rule makes it clear that if a gift vests within the 80 year period it will be valid, it will 
become invalid where it does not vest within the prescribed 80 year period  
 
Class Gifts  

o Class gifts will arise where a disposition is given to a class of persons with a common characteristic who 
are to take the title in shares proportionate to the number of members within the group  
o For example leaving a remainder to grandchildren who reach the age of 25  

o A class gift will not be regarded as ‘vested’ in accordance with perpetuity requirements unless the 
fractional share of the title taken by each member of the class is certain to come within the perpetuity 
period  

o Re Drummond’s Settlement (1988) If there is a possibility under common law that the fractional share 
of any class member will not vest within the perpetuity period, the whole class will fail under what is 
known as the ‘all or nothing rule’  
 
Class-closing rules  
o The administration of class gifts can be difficult where the scope of the membership is uncertain, to 
resolve this the courts developed ‘class-closing rules’  
o Andrews v Partington (1791): set out that a class which is capable of further increase will ‘close’ for the 
purposes of complying with the rule against perpetuities once a member becomes entitled to call for the 
distribution of his or her share.  

o In such a situation all class members who are currently in existence become entitled provided they 
satisfy the contingency  

o The common law class-closing rules have also been reinforced in legislation  
 



 
o The Perpetuities Act 1984 (NSW) abolishes the ‘all or nothing rule’ under common law in s 8 and 
reinforces the class gift approach in s 9 (4)  
o This section sets out that members of the class who vest outside the perpetuity period may be 
excluded without affecting the interests of those who do  
 



Topic 6: Possession of Land  
Possession  
The meaning of possession  
o Occupation, control or dominion over corporeal objects  
o If someone has appropriate level of control they may acquire possession  
o Complete and absolute dominion such control gives them the power of exclusion  
o Where dwelling is substantively occupied in a permanent rather than temporary manner, in vacant 
land, fencing or gate locking will be sufficient  

o With regards to chattels physical act of holding is sufficient  
o Can be consensual and non-consensual  
o Consensual is usually temporal or limited in nature because it is conferred for a specific purpose and is 
accompanied by legally enforceable rights to reclaim the goods  
o The basic rule is that possessory title is enforceable against all the world except for the true owner  
o A person may find, discover, or steal the goods  
o Hannah v Peel: the finder of an old, valuable brooch was held to be in possession of it simply because it 
was held in a private capacity and in the absence of the true owner, the finder acquired a good title which 
was enforceable against the rest of the world because the true owner could not be found  
o The Tubantia: kept constant surveillance of shipwreck, increased accessibility, investigated the 
wreckage, removed obstructions  
 
The Scope of Possessory Title  
o Confers a title which is enforceable against all but the true owner  

o Asher v Whitlock: possession is properly acknowledged as the ‘root of the title’  
o Doodeward v Spence: the action for conversion and detinue of the corpse of a still-born two-headed 
child. The medial man in attendance took the body and kept it in a bottle until his death. It was sold at 
auction to the medical mans dad (plaintiff) whom then lost possession when it was obtained by the 
defendant (Sub-inspector of police) on warrant. Held if the particular resource or object is special then it 
cannot be treated as property. For example human life. A human corpse cannot be owned.  
 
Enforceability of Possessory Title  
o Possessory title is different to proprietary title, the difference is enforceability, this is known as the 
‘relativity of title’  
o Not enforceable against the rest of the world, the true owner will defeat that of a possessor  
o The only exception to this is adverse possession  
o Asher v Whitlock: Husband passed away and passed title onto his wife until she remarried or died and 
then onto his daughter. Wife remarried the defendant who moved into the cottage. The interest of the 
wife ceased when she remarried, and it passed to Lucy. Wife and Lucy died and the defendant stayed in 
the cottage. He had no right against the daughter. On the simple ground that possession is good title 
against all but the true owner, the plaintiff’s entitled to succeed. He had a better title then the person in 
actual physical possession.  
 



 
Possession in itself is a good title against anyone who cannot show a prior and therefore better right to 
possession.  



o Perry v Clissold: Concluded that a possessory title holder of land which had been compulsorily acquired 
was entitled to obtain compensation. Possessory title confers an interest which is capable of being 
alienated.  
 
Possession and Crown Title: Mabo v Queensland (No2)  
o Possession of land gives to a title which is good against all the world except a person with a better 
claim  
o In order to establish possessory title, the indigenous inhabitants would have to prove occupation by 
their ancestors at the time of settlement  
o Title is in the present case, the abstract bundle of rights associated with that relationship of possession  
o In order to show a title which would defeat the defendant in possession, the plaintiff in element had to 
prove a right of entry  
o The plaintiff was put to proof of the strength of his or her title and could not rely on the weakness of 
the defendants title  
o So long as it’s enjoyed possession gives rise to rights, including the right to defend possession or to sell 
or devise the interest  
o Regardless of the length of time, as between mere possesses prior possession is a better right  
o In losing possession the plaintiff has lost the rights associated with possession including the right to 
defend possession as well as an estate in land  
o Toohey J- Possessory title holders, including indigenous occupants, could defend their title against 
subsequent possessory title owners, this however was not accepted by the majority who refused to 
endorse the validity of indigenous possessory title  
o The majority could not comprehend or respect that these people, so different from themselves had an 
ancient and valuable civilisation of their own with its own law, own political economy  
 
Intention to control land upon which goods are found  

o Where a person acquires physical possession of goods, they retain title which is against all the world 
except a person with a better right  

o Chimney Sweep’s Case: finder of a jewel, will enable him to keep it against all but the rightful owner 
and consequently may maintain trover  
o Personal property which is found upon land rather than attached to the land, particularly land which is 
open to public access, may come into possession of the finder, unless the owner of the land indicates a 
clear intention to control all the objects existing on that land  
o Waverley Borough Council v Fletcher: Park would not be used for any sports, pastimes or recreations 
and other than specified ball games, skating, and pursuits of a like nature. The council’s declared use of 
metal detectors within the park was not a by-law but notices were implemented, but these had been torn 
down. Defendant didn’t know and used a detector to locate a gold brooch buried in the ground. Relied on 
the defence of finders keepers. Found it whilst he was a lawful visitor and the true owner had not been 
found he was entitled to it, as a finder. Made it clear that only be where the object is found on the land, 
rather than in  
 



 
or attached to land, that a finder may claim possession. His activity was unauthorised, council were 
trustees.  



o Armory v Delamirie: that the finder of an object is entitled to possess it against all but the rightful 
owner. The dispute was between a chimney sweep boy who found a jewel and a jeweller whom he 
offered it for sale. The boy won.  



o Bridges v Hawkesworth: finder of bank notes dropped by someone unknown accidently on the floor of 
a shop had a better claim to them then the shop-owner who, until the finder drew his attention to them 
did not know they were there  



o Parkers Case: finder of a gold bracelet dropped by an unknown traveller in an airline company’s lounge 
at an airport was held to be entitled to it as against the airline company  



o Law supports the notion that goods should be returned to the true owner  



o The law gives an incentive to land owners to control the use of their property  



o Should not reward dishonest finders  
 
Bailment: Consensual Acquisition of Possession  
o A person whom acquires possession of goods with the express consent of the owner  
o Where an owner of personal property delivers that property to a possessor for a limited duration of 
time, the possessor will acquire bailment of the property  

o Only concerned with personal property  
o The transferee must exercise a reasonable standard of care in looking after the goods  
o The Winkfield: two ships collided resulting in the loss of mail. The Postmaster sued W for negligence for 
loss of mail. The PMG was merely a bailee and carrier of the mail. Held that PMG had title against every 
stranger, and was entitled to sue.  
 
Possession of Goods: The Jus Tertii Defence  

o The holder of a possessory title over goods may raise the jus tertii defence where a prior possessory 
title holder seeks possession of those goods  

o Means the right of the third person  
o Henry Berry v Rushton: the defendant may under a plea of not guilty, show that the plaintiff has no 
right to immediate possession, because that right is in some other person  
o Not available in an action for possession of land and defeat the claim of the prior possessor  
o A possessor of land must show that his or her right is superior to the right of the person claiming 
possession. Such as a documentary title or prior possessory claim  

o Costello v Chief Constable of Derbyshire Constabulary: A police officer seized and detained from the 
plaintiff a car bearing telltale signs of theft acting under statutory powers. The police could not trace the 
third party who was the true owner. When they couldn’t bring criminal charges against him or find the 
true owner, the legal powers for the police to detain the vehicle ceased. Bought an action to assert his 
prior possession and recover the car, as he held a better title than the owner. ‘a thief obtains a good 
possessory title as against a wrong-doer against prior possession, but if that possession is lawfully 
divested from him and vested in another, his prior possession will not avail him to recover possession’. 
This could only take place if the police sold it to a successor. Which they didn’t so Costello remained 
enforceable against the police.  
 
Possession and Seisin  



 
o Seisin means that the person in possession of the land also holds freehold title over the land  
o Therefore a lease will not be ‘seised’ of the land  
o In modern times this has been replaced by ‘registered title’ as registration has become the primary 
method of conveying land title  
 
Remedies for real and personal property  

o Real property is property interests over land, writ entitling a dispossessed person to recover  
o Personal property refers to interests over goods and chattels- protected by remedies against the 
person, tort of conversion or damages  
o Fundamental differences in the way they are protected  
 

Adverse Possession  
Adverse possession refers to a particular type of land possession, occupation by the possessor, creates a 
defence in favour of the possessor and will prevent the title owner from defending an adverse possession 
claim. Has to satisfy the requisite factual and intention requirements, for the requisite period of time, 
and the possessor have physically occupied this land, continuously and uninterrupted in a manner akin 
to that of the paper title owner.  
Test for adverse possession  

o To establish factual possession, one must prove:  
1. Physical control of the land, or occupation of it ('custody');  

2. Absence of the owner’s consent;  

3. Exclusive possession; and  

4. Dealing with the land as an owner would, whilst no other person had done so;  
o To establish intention, one must prove:  
5. Not an intention to own or acquire ownership, but merely to possess on one’s own behalf and for one’s 
own benefit;  

6. An intention to exclude the world at large (including the owner, so far as was reasonably possible).  

o The act of the squatter do not have to be inconsistent with the intentions of the owner.  

o It is not a problem if the squatter is willing to pay the owner while being in possession (ie, admitting 
the owner's title).  
 
Powell v McFarlane (1979) 38 P & CR 45  

o Possession will be ascribed to the documentary title  

o If a person, other than the documentary title holder, seeks to claim the land then they must show that 
they had factual possession and animus possidendi;  

o Factual possession - physical control. Depend on the circumstances of each case;  

o The animus possidendi involves the intention to exclude the world at large  
 
Whittlesea City Council v Abbatangelo  
o Both factual possession and the requisite intention to possess  
 



 
o Factual possession appropriate degree of physical control  
o Possession is that the alleged possessor has been dealing with the land in question as an occupying 
owner might have been expected to deal with it and that no-one else has done so  
o To exclude the world at large, including the owner with the paper title if he be not himself the 
possessor, so far is reasonably practicable and so far as the processes of the law will allow  

o Made such intention clear to the world  
o Intended to exclude the owner as best he can  
o An intention to exercise exclusive control; Ocean Estates v Pinder  
o The adverse possessor actually believing himself or herself to be the true owner is quite sufficient: 
Bligh v Martin  
o Seldon v Smith: enclosure is the strongest possible evidence of adverse possession  
o Periods of possession may be aggregated as long as there are no gaps in possession  

o Enters upon land as a trespasser, evidence of intention to possess.  
 
Outline of the title hierarchy  
o There are a hierarchy of property rights  
o Common law estate: the highest and most enforceable form of land title, is a common law estate such 
as the fee simple estate  

o Adverse possession: it is not enforceable against the entire world. Absolute defence against the paper 
title owner. Constitutes possessory title combined with an enforceable limitation of actions defence, 
which equips the possessor with the necessary requirements for becoming the owner. Is not enforceable 
against the holder of a future interest in land.  
 
The nature of adverse possession  
o Adverse possession in favour of a possessory title holder will be accrued where all the requisite 
elements can be established  

o Factual possession, for the limitation period  
o This will allow the possessor to subsequently acquire title by registration or transfer  
o The law will not readily oust the rights of paper title owners to their land  

o Not being in possession of their land, not checking who might be in occupation of their land, not 
enforcing fundamental ownership rights over the land for a significant time  
o Cholmondeley v Lord Clinton: Slept on his right  
o Buckinghamshire v Moran: positive acts of the occupier are prioritised because of the failure of the 
paper title owner  
o Ensuring that property owners enforce their possessory rights to encourage effective management of 
land and deter inaction  
o Protecting the occupational rights and legitimate expectations of possessors against the possibility that 
at any point, they may be ousted by the paper title owner  

o Preventing endless litigation over land  
 
Article- overview of adverse possession  
o A person in possession is protected against all those with a better claim, including the title owner  
 



 
o Often aligned with land stealing and squatters rights, but mostly involves situations where the 
possessor holds an invalid document of title and eventually has to defend against the ‘true owner’ or 
where the boundary line does not correspond with what is recorded in documents  
o Have to be in possession for 12 years  
o The law discourages property owners from sleeping on their rights  

o The law should protect against the grave hardship which may ensure if an adverse possessor who has 
occupied the property for a long period of time is removed  
o Where the land was transferred many years ago without registration of a change of ownership, and 
appropriate evidence cannot now be obtained  
o Paying the rates, improving the land  
o Adverse possession reduces the risks associated with Conveyancing because defects are accrued with 
time  

o Adverse possession was developed to address increasingly complex ownership models, competing 
interests and facts  
 
Limitation Period  
o Limitation Act 1969 (NSW) s 27 (2)  
o s 27(2) – Persons other than the Crown -12 years  
o s 38 – Co-owners – 12 years  

o s 27(1) – 30 years  
o s 51- Ultimate Bar – irrespective of fraud, mistake, disability etc – 30 years  
o It is important to determine when the period actually commences  

o Where the paper title has discontinued possession and the occupier has assumed a possession which is 
‘adverse’ in nature  
o Must have required requisite degree of physical control over the land as well as the requisite intention  

o Pye v Graham: he has acted adversely to the paper title owner  
o Except in the case of joint possessors, possession is single and exclusive  
o Limitation Act 1969 (NSW) s 27 (1): In NSW legislation states that an action against the crown will 
accrue after 30 years of adverse possession  
 
Against which owner  

o Adverse possession is only available against a paper title holder who is vested in possession  
o Can’t run against a future interest holder  
o A trustee cannot adversely possess beneficiaries because the trustee is in possession for the benefit of 
the beneficiaries and is subject to fiduciary duties  
 
Factual Possession  

o Once the limitation period is established it must then be proven that the requisite factual possession is 
satisfied over the entire claimed area  
o Kirby v Cowderoy: the character and value of the property, the suitable and natural mode of using it, 
the course of conduct which the proprietor might reasonably be expected to follow with a due regard to 
his own interests  
 



 
o JA Pye v Graham: He may be looking after the house for a friend, or only intends to trespass for the 
night, he does not have possession. But if he is there as a squatter and intends to stay for as long as he 
can benefit, then his intention is an intention to possess.  
o Mulcahy v Curramore: To prove factual possession it must be proven that the claimant has taken 
physical control of the property which is ‘open, not secret, not by force, and adverse, not by consent of 
the true owner’  
o Open means that the possession must be noticed by a documentary owner, reasonably careful in the 
management of his or her land, and is not secretive, e.g. fencing  
o Reasonably noticeable by a documentary title holder careful of her own interests  
o Cooke v Dunn (1998) that the fact that the intruder lived within the suburban house repairing and 
maintaining it constituted sufficient activity to bring the intruder's presence to the notice of the 
reasonable documentary owner.  

o Shaw v Garbutt: Peaceful means that the possession must have occurred without violence, a 
proprietor went back and was turned away by a man wielding a gun  
o Mulcahy v Curramore Pty Ltd - is not peaceful if the owner by reason of the adverse possessor's 
conduct was frightened to go to the law  
o Phillips v Marrickville: it must also be established that the possession is taken without the consent of 
the paper title holder. It cannot be adverse in nature if it occurs with an express or implied permission of 
the documentary owner, as it may be revert to an implied licence or possibly a lease  
 
Intention to possess: Animus Possidendi  
o Once factual possession is established it must be proven that the possessor intended to occupy the 
land to the exclusion of the rest of the world  
o Looking at the quality of possession and the frame of mind of the possessor  

o An examination of the circumstances  

o Pye v Graham: An intention to exercise exclusive possession in a manner akin to the true owner  

o Where acts of exclusive control are established  
o Seddon v Smith: Such as enclosure  

o Riley v Pentilla: a reserve, one holder eventually fenced some of the reserve, and built a tennis court 
and put gates on the court, which were unlocked. Intention wasn’t established because the possessor did 
not prohibit access to the area by other right owners, the enclosure wasn’t exclusive  
o Payments of Rates  

o Quach v Marrickville Municipal Council (1990) -very strong evidence of adverse possession non-
payment of rates is conversely not fatal in its own right potentially fatal where the intruder refuses to pay 
rates  
 
JA Pye v Graham (2003)  
o Grahams were in possession of grazing land pursuant to a grazing licence. The licence expired and the 
license was not renewed despite previous negotiations, they were asked to vacate the land however 
didn’t and continued to graze and cut hay in the manner in which they had for the entire limitation period 
and did other acts such as ploughing and spreading dung which was not permitted under the lease.  
 



 
o Their possession was found to be adverse in nature and the requisite intention was satisfied  
o A sufficient degree of physical custody and control and an intention to exercise such custody and 
control on one’s own behalf and for one’s own benefit  
o Pye was physically excluded from the land by the hedges and the lack of any key to the road gate- 
Grahams had exclusive control  

o The Grahams knew of Pye’s intention to obtain planning- thus not intending to obtain possession  
o Where the possessor acts in a manner as if they were the true owner  
o They repeatedly grazed the land, remained on the land despite knowing the licences had not been 
renewed.  
o The plaintiff did nothing on the land for 14 years thus adverse possession went to the Grahams  
 
Whittlesea City Council v Abbatangelo  

o Repairing and constructing fencing contributed significantly to the overall conclusion that she did 
satisfy the requisite intention  
o Mirrored the castle, david v goliath battle  
o Left to the council by a lady  
o The council was to build a shire hall on the lot but it never eventuated and the land remained largely 
unused until the 1950s when the Abbatangelo family, whose farm surrounded the disputed block, began 
to use it for grazing.  

o Spending of time and labour on property  
o There are 9 considerations  
o 1.presumption that RT holder is owner  

o 2. AP must prove factual intention and possession – intention can be deduced objectively  
o 3. AP must act as occupying owner  
o 4. Exclusion of all others  

o 5. Intention to exercise exclusive control of the land – need not be conscious  
o 6. Can’t have consent of RT  

o 7. RT doesn’t have to have actual knowledge of the AP  
o 8. AP of part of land may const AP of all land  

o 9. Must be more than mere use or special benefit, individual instances of evidence can together 
constitute sufficient evidence of possession  
o The respondents did not make any improvements to the land  
o ‘she intended to exercise custody and control of the land for herself and for her own behalf’  
 
Multiple Possessions  
o Mulachy v Curramore: If one AP is dispossessed by another, the second AP can add the first period of 
AP to their own for the purpose of satisfying the limitation period  
o Continuous will generally be proven where each possessor has remained in occupation of the property 
and there has been no interim period where occupation or possession of the land was discontinued  
o Must not be a gap - Allen v Roughley (1955)  
o Inchoate (‘Something which has begun but has not been completed’) Right  
o Keirford v Ward  
 



Disability and Fraud  
o Where an AP has committed a fraud, AP will not begin to run until the paper title owner has either 
discovered the fraud or could with reasonable diligence  
 
Adverse Possession and the torrens system  
o Real Property Act 1900 (NSW) gives some protection to adverse possessors against the title of a 
registered proprietor  
o S 45D (1) now sets out that an AP can make a possessory application  
 



Topic 7:Native Title  
*Created by common law but not recognised by common law  
*Re- established doctrine of tenure-crown ultimate owner unless extinguished by NT, absolute beneficial 
owner  
*Could not be overturned without fracturing the skeleton- nothing could be done (Brennan J)  
Pre- Mabo Position  
o Prior to Mabo native title was not conceptualised as a legally enforceable interest and existed outside 
of the institutionalised legal framework  
o Millirrpum v Nabalco: Blackburn assumed that property or ownership could only be articulated where 
it displayed signs of similarity to non-indigenous concepts- this meant indigenous laws and customs did 
not matter. Blackburn said he didn’t have to decide because there was binding precedent from the Privy 
Council, no doctrine of NT it did not exist at common law. Argued that NT did not form a part of Australian 
Law. The acts of the Crown show an intention that all lands are available for purchase or grant  

o Attorney-General v Brown- crown had ultimate interest in land. This was universal so thus applied in 
Australia  
o Cooper v Stuart- treated as a settled colony, Britain took control and the law applied  
 
The Mabo Decision (no2)  
o Represented a major shift in land perspectives in Australia  

o Described as a watershed in the post-colonial movement supporting the recognition of indigenous 
rights  
o Plaintiff sought common law recognition of their title over the Murray Islands  
o Basis was that they had lived on the land since time immemorial, and had established customary rights 
and interests over those lands and surrounding areas  

o The court held in a majority 6:1 that the common law did recognise customary native title  
o Reinstitutionalised the feudal tenure system  

o Strong and enduring relationship  
o It was too late in the day to adopt a different system  
 
Revisiting Sovereignty Presumptions  
o HC held that the Crown obtained sovereignty of power over the land but not sovereignty over title  

o The doctrine of terra nullius so low on the scale of social organization it was discriminatory and had no 
place in contemporary Australia  

o The original in habitants should be recognised as having a legal as well as just claim to retain the 
occupancy of their traditional lands- Brennan J  

o The powerful rejection of terra nullius was founded upon a close examination of international law 
and the need to ensure that Australia supported universal human rights  

o Any ownership rights asserted by the Crown had to make room for pre-existing customary ownership 
rights  
 



Radical Title  
o The HC was not prepared to suggest that the Crown had actually acquired no title over Australian 
territory at all  
o The court said the Crown acquired what is described as radical title rather than absolute ownership  
o Radical title could be encumbered (weighed down) by native title  

o Allowed native title to exist with the continuation of Crown ownership  
o Crown issued a land grant, the radical title the Crown had will be transformed into full beneficial 
ownership and it will extinguish the native title encumbrance  
 
Common Law Native Title  
o Native title essentially amounted to the right of indigenous inhabitants to continue to hold traditional 
lands in accordance with their traditional law and customs  
o There are pre-existing laws of a territory over which the Crown acquires sovereignty which provide for 
the alienation of interests in land to strangers  

o The traditional connexion with the land has substantially been maintained  
o When the tide of history and the acknowledgment of traditional law and customs has disappeared so 
has the foundation for native title  
o Once traditional native title expires, the Crown’s radical title expands to a full beneficial title, for then 
there is no other proprietor than the Crown  
o The native title may be surrendered on purchase or surrendered voluntarily whereupon the Crown’s 
radical title is expanded to absolute ownership  

o Remain in an identifiable community, the members of whom are identified by one another as members 
of that community, are acknowledged and observed- Merium people maintained their own identity and 
their own customs  

o Native title as an interest sourced in Indigenous laws and customs and valid only to the extent that its 
content is connected to the activities pre-sovereignty communities  

o Must have continued over the claimed area to the present day  

o Is usually communal in nature  
o A unique customary interest which is attached to the tenure framework  
o Based on substantiative continuation of traditional rights  

o Personal rather than proprietary in nature  
 
Extinguishment  
o Native title can be extinguished under common law where the Crown issues a grant evincing a clear 
and plain intention to extinguish, and the grant confers legal rights upon the grantee which are 
inconsistent with native title  
o Extinguished to the extent of the inconsistency-Brennan J  
o Because the Crown has sovereignty, they have the capacity to grant dealings of unalienated land  

o An intention to extinguish must be clear and unambiguous  

o S51 (xxxi) of the Constitution that a law with respect to the acquisition of property provide just terms  
o Clear and plain intention test  
 



 
o Brennan J ‘flows from the seriousness of the consequences to Indigenous inhabitants of extinguishing 
their traditional rights and interests in land  
o The test was applied in Wik v Queensland  
o The Crown does not have a right to override traditional rights in relation to land, and such a power 
would give rise to compensation  

o In England most land titles cannot even be traced back to Land grants, and in most cases no grant was 
actually made  
o Some argue that it isn’t a property right as its only a personal right  
o No compensation if extinguished  
o Crown can become absolute beneficial owner unless NT claim exists  
o Cannot be revived if they leave  
 
Statutory Recognition of Native Title  
o Following the introduction of native title in Mabo (2) the nature, validity and scope of native title was 
reinforced under statute  
o The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth)  
o Enacted to validate NTA and set up a framework for determination of NT interests  
 
Traditional Laws and Customs  

o S223 (1) (a)-(c) is the need to establish the continuing laws and customs which are claimed within the 
rubric of NT  
o Must be traditional in nature- must link back to pre-sovereignty community practices  
o The claimed laws and customs retain a substantial connection to the practices of pre-sovereignty and 
continue to be exercised  
 
Yorta Yorta v Victoria  

o Claim for several areas of land and water, made in the name of eight persons on behalf of the Yorta 
Yorta Aboriginal Community  
o The primary judge found that some but not all the claimants were decedents from persons who in 
1788 were indigenous inhabitants of part of the claim area  

o Found that they did not demonstrate that they had continued to acknowledge and observe throughout 
that period  

o Found the primary judge had applied a wrong test  
o The consequences of sovereignty and change in sovereignty  
o The consequences of sovereignty for the pre-sovereignty normative system  

o Consequences for construction of ‘native title’  
o The inextricable link between a society and its laws and customs  

o Abandonment or expiry?  

o Found that with the enactment of the NTA native title must be founded on the statute as it was the 
intention of the parliament to codify the common law  
o The determination by Justice Olney in 1998 ruled that the ‘tide of history’ had ‘washed away’ any real 
acknowledgement of traditional laws and any real observance of traditional customs by the applicants  
 
Bodney v Bennell  



 
o A society that practices adapted laws and customs out of necessity is not a different society but rather 
the same continuing society  
o Must be a ‘recognisable adaptation’  
o Trial Judge: Change was sometimes forced upon the indigenous people because of white settlement- 
they were forced off their home areas and the ability to maintain the element of the pre-settlement 
normative system was lost  

o Full Federal Court rejected this argument and found that the laws and customs had not been 
substantially observed especially in the Perth Metropolitan Region and this absence of practice resulted in 
an inability to establish a connection with the claimed area  
 
Yanner v Eaton  

o Could the traditional right of the appellant to hunt freshwater crocodiles, as endorsed by the native 
title act be prohibited under the terms of the Fauna Conservation Ac 1974 (QLD)  
o Custom and a connection should not be automatically extinguished or destroyed by permit regulation  
o Read down the provisions of the Act so that reference to property was not taken to indicate a full 
beneficial ownership over all fauna  
 
Wik Peoples v Queensland  

o The action in the Federal Court was brought by the Wik and Thayore peoples for a declaration that they 
retained native title rights over a large area of land in Northern Queensland  
o Concluded that a pastoral statutory lease issued by the Crown did not confer exclusive possession, and 
therefore did not create a lease which extinguished NT over the area  
o Granting of pastoral leases did not extinguish native title  
o So for NT to exist must be continuance of traditional laws and customs, dissenting argued that the 
leases granted by the Crown conferred exclusive control, thus extinguishing NT, not true  
 
Western Australia v Ward  
o The possibility of NT partially being extinguished  

o That several mining leases did not evince a clear and plain intention to extinguish NT  
o However the majority approved the concept of a partial extinguishment in accordance with the 
provisions of NTA  
o NTA acquired the status of a bundle of rights  

o NT was not completely extinguished by the WA pastoral leases , the fundamental access rights held by 
NT claimants were extinguished  
 
Fejo v Commonwealth  

o The court concluded that the rights conferred under a fee simple do not permit the enjoyment of any 
other right and therefore, once issued, such a grant will completely extinguish native title, making it 
impossible for NT to be subsequently revived  
o Where NT rights have been extinguished they have been extinguished completely  
o Fee simple rights exist under common law, and thus when there is a direct inconsistency, NT will be 
extinguished , fully and completely not merely suspended  
o The land interest reverts back to the Crown-feudal  
 



 
o Registration under the Real Property Act did not in any way interfere with the compensation 
requirements under the NTA s 23 J  
 
Native Title and coastal waters  
o Mabo dealt with land claims  
o Section 223 (1) extends NT to both land and waters  

o Commonwealth v Yarmirr (2001)  
 
Native Title Act: Outline of key provisions  

o Codified the definition of NT  
o Established a protocol for dealing with future acts and claims  
o Determines NT through the National Native Title Tribunal  

o Validation and confirmation of past acts- where such title has been issued without reference to NT 
rights  
o NT holders are entitled to compensation for the effect of the validation of past acts on their rights  
o The NTA set up a regime for the regulation of all future grants or legislation over land amendable to NT 
interests or claims  
o Must meet the registration test- must establish that their claim identifies the land or waters clearly, a 
sufficient basis to support the assertion of such claims  

o Have a right to negotiate  
 


